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ABSTRACT
We present an analytic method for the rapid computation of secondary ion and electron produc-
tion due to electron impact as suprathermal electrons produced by primary photoproduction
propagate through the neutral background Martian atmosphere. We use a one-dimensional ki-
netic model, Trans-Mars, that solves a stationary Boltzmann transport equation to describe the
ionosphere of Mars with the neutral background atmosphere (temperatures, number densities
and geopotential heights) provided by a three-dimensional global circulation model, MarTIM.
Parameters are given to allow the rapid computation of secondary ion production for 11 ion
species (CO+

2 , CO++
2 , CO+, C+, N+

2 , N++
2 , N+, O+

2 , O++
2 , O+, O++) as well as for the sec-

ondary electron production. We use the neutral global circulation model to show that while the
efficiency (ε) of ion and electron production (ratio of secondary to primary production) does
vary with solar zenith angle it can be parametrized with a simple function, which is given. We
also show that variations with solar cycle and solar longitude are negligible about the region
of the primary and secondary production peaks.

Key words: planets and satellites: individual: Mars – Solar system: general.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Present-day observation of the Martian ionosphere continues to
reveal new and interesting phenomena. Studies have highlighted
features that are similar to those of other planetary ionospheres
and features that are specific to the Martian plasma environment.
In discussion of the former, one can draw upon examples such
as the similarities in ionic constituents between the Venusian and
Martian ionospheres (Witasse et al. 2008), or the occurrence of
auroral phenomena in the upper atmospheres of Mars, Earth and
the giant planets (see Bertaux et al. 2005). In the latter case, the
unique Martian magnetic topography, typified by the crustal mag-
netic fields, has a very complex structure and creates so-called
‘mini-magnetospheres’ that manipulate the solar wind interaction
downwards into and horizontal convection across the Martian iono-
sphere (Breus et al. 2005). Additionally, comparison of ionospheric
similarities and differences at several Solar System ionospheres
due to the same phenomena experienced at multiple planets provide
constraints to our knowledge not possible by the study of only a
single upper atmosphere. Take for example the enhanced solar high
energy X-radiation experienced successively at Earth, Mars, Jupiter

�E-mail: william@apl.ucl.ac.uk

and Saturn due to a single specific solar flare event (Mendillo et al.
2006). This allowed the effects of solar flux variation to be stud-
ied in isolation away from slower changes in neutral atmosphere
variation.

As revealed by the Retarding Potential Analyzer (RPA) instru-
ments onboard the two Viking landers (Hanson et al. 1977) the
major ion in the Martian ionosphere is O+

2 , with a peak density
of approximately 105 cm−3 at an altitude of 130 km. Both CO+

2

and O+ were also detected. Peak densities for these latter two
species are approximately 104 cm−3 at 140 km and 8 × 102 cm−3 at
230 km, respectively (Witasse et al. 2008). Although the RPA in-
struments made the first ever in situ ionospheric measurements of a
planet other than the Earth (Nagy et al. 2004), our knowledge of the
Martian ionosphere remained incomplete for a period of 20-yr be-
fore the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) and more recently the Mars
Express missions returned with radio science, electron reflectome-
ter and magnetometer instruments to continue observational study.
As a consequence, an extensive set of electron density profiles has
been collated from the aforementioned missions, adding to results
from Mariners 4, 6, 7 and 9, Vikings 1 and 2 and Mars 4 and 5
missions (Nagy et al. 2004).

Electron density data from the pre-MGS missions were studied
collectively by Zhang et al. (1990) and revealed that, about the peak,
the Martian ionosphere is fairly well described by ideal Chapman
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theory. Thus, the peak density shows a close cos1/2 χ dependence
(where χ is the solar zenith angle) with a photochemical equilibrium
being quickly established between production and loss of electrons
(Bougher et al. 2001). Likewise the altitude of the peak, when
acting under the local control of photochemical processes, depends
upon how deeply the solar radiation penetrates into the atmosphere.
The ionosphere also showed a notable degree of consistency in the
typical electron density profile structure about the region of the
peak (it is altitude and magnitude) and the scaleheight exhibited up
to approximately 200 km. Further modelling work confirmed that
the dayside ionosphere, below approximately this altitude, is not
subject to vertical or horizontal transport of ions (e.g. Bougher et al.
2001).

Electron density data have been used post-MGS to study the
interannual variability of the ionosphere and as a proxy to study
neutral atmospheric phenomena such as solar-driven tides by con-
sidering the occurrence of those same phenomena in the iono-
sphere (Bougher et al. 2001, 2004; Cahoy et al. 2006; Hinson
et al. 2007). Both MGS and Mars Express have also highlighted
the complexity of the Martian magnetic field and energetic elec-
tron fluxes of the near-Mars space environment (Krymskii et al.
2003; Withers et al. 2005; Soobiah et al. 2006). More recently,
studies using UV and IR spectrometer data from the Mars Express
SPICAM instrument (Simon et al. 2008), including comparison of
intensity profiles of the Cameron CO bands and CO+

2 UV dou-
blet at 289.0 nm, have helped to continue to reveal the underlying
ionospheric and neutral atmospheric conditions (e.g. density and
temperature).

The adherence or otherwise of the Martian ionosphere to Chap-
man theory and the close dependence on the neutral background
atmospheric structure and solar UV/EUV/X-ray radiation has been
intensively analysed, modelled and summarized by many authors
in one, two and three dimensions using kinetic, fluid, hybrid and
MHD mathematics (see for example Fox 2004 and references in
Nagy et al. 2004; Wang & Nielsen 2004). However, despite these
advances much remains to be learnt about the Martian ionosphere
(in-situ ion measurements e.g. remain especially limited). The top-
side Martian ionosphere and its interaction with the solar wind, the
effect of the crustal magnetic fields on the ion and electron dynamics
& energetics and finally the description of the night side ionosphere
all remain as perhaps the most challenging areas for further study.

In this paper, we look at the relationship between primary pho-
toproduction (i.e. through photoabsorption) and secondary electron
impact production (i.e. through energetic electron propagation). The
computation of ion and electron densities by primary photoproduc-
tion is straightforward and fast, however the ionic production by
energetic electron propagation through the background neutral at-
mosphere and subsequent electron impact is a far more involved
and complex computation. Thus, we provide a method by which
the secondary ion and electron production can be rapidly calcu-
lated by using the production efficiency (ε, defined as the ratio
between the secondary and primary productions) as an intermedi-
ary. Our use of the production efficiency is advantageous not only
for the swift computation of production rates it affords us but also
because it will reflect changes in both the primary and secondary
production rates, which in turn will be due to any variation in the
background neutral density (Forget et al. 2009) due to orbital and
solar cycle conditions. Of course, these can be studied by using our
three-dimensional global circulation model.

The layout of this report is as follows. In Section 2, we describe
individually the two models used for our study, Trans-Mars and
Mars Thermosphere and Ionosphere Model (MarTIM). In Section 3,

we describe the rapid computation method. Finally, we discuss the
applicability of our results to various solar and seasonal conditions
in terms of how the variation of the neutral background atmosphere
affects our results.

2 PRO D U C T I O N C O M P U TAT I O N

Our study was conducted using two recently coupled models of the
Martian atmosphere. The first model is a one-dimensional kinetic
electron transport code developed at Laboratoire de Planétologie,
Université Joseph Fourier/CNRS, Grenoble that solves a stationary
Boltzmann equation for the energetic electron flux. It belongs to
the Trans-* family of models that have been, over recent years, ap-
plied to describe the ionospheres and planetary upper atmospheres
of Earth, Venus, Titan and Mars (see Lilensten & Blelly 2002;
Gronoff et al. 2007, 2008; Galand et al. 1999; Witasse 2000, re-
spectively). The term Trans-* is shorthand for ‘transport’ as in the
transport of energetic electrons through an atmosphere. The second
model is a three-dimensional global circulation model of the neutral
Martian atmosphere developed at the Atmospheric Physics Labora-
tory, University College London. It goes by the acronym MarTIM,
which stands for MarTIM. MarTIM’s basic model core was pro-
vided by a global circulation model of Titan’s neutral atmosphere
(Müller-Wodarg et al. 2000), which was converted to describe the
Martian thermosphere and ionosphere by Moffat (2005). Most re-
cently MarTIM was used to study the coupling between the lower
and upper atmospheric regions of the Martian neutral atmosphere
(for solar minimum conditions) (Moffat-Griffin et al. 2007). When
these two models work together we refer to the coupled code with
the name Trans-TIM.

2.1 The kinetic electron transport model

The kinetic part of Trans-TIM distinguishes between two subpopu-
lations of electrons present in the Martian ionosphere, based on the
influence they have on the physics of the ionosphere; the thermal
electrons and the suprathermal electrons. In this study, we model the
propagation and degradation in energy and altitude of the suprather-
mal electrons as they propagate through the Martian neutral and
ionic background atmosphere. The principal source of suprather-
mal electrons for the kinetic code in this study is the solar-produced
photoelectrons with a calculated dependence on solar zenith angle,
solar activity and solar longitude. Alternative precipitated sources
from available plasma observations (e.g. Acuña et al. 1998) can also
be used as an upper boundary condition if desired allowing, for ex-
ample, the creation of the Martian night side aurora from the influx
of auroral electrons to be studied (see Bertaux et al. 2005) or indeed
the intricate night side ionospheric structure (Fillingim et al. 2007).
In any event, we refer to these as ‘primary’ electrons and model the
ionization, excitation and heating caused by their propagation and
collision with the ambient atmosphere. Though note again we only
study solar produced photoelectrons in this report.

The thermal electrons are simply a component of the ambient
background and thus the distinction between the two electron pop-
ulations centres upon a ‘cross-over’ or ‘thermal’ energy defined
[in (eV)] as Et = kBT e, with kB = 8.61 × 10−5 (eV K−1), the
Boltzmann constant and Te the temperature (K) of the ambient
electrons (Swartz et al. 1971; Lummerzheim & Lilensten 1994).
We assume the electron distribution is dominated by thermal elec-
trons below Et and by the streaming suprathermal electrons above
Et. Heating of the ambient thermal electrons occurs either by a con-
tinuous friction-like term [the loss function L(E), see equation 4]
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representing energy loss to the thermal electrons at all energies or
when primary electrons degrade in energy into the thermal energy
range. Ionization events caused by inelastic collision between pri-
mary electrons and neutral components of the ambient atmosphere
produce ‘secondary’ ions and electrons. It is the ratio of these sec-
ondary ions and electrons to their primary counterparts that we
call the production ‘efficiency’ (ε). However, since the computa-
tion of primary electron collision processes and the production of
secondary ions and electrons is far more complex than the primary
photoionization calculation alone. Our aim is to provide a method
that uses the production efficiency to rapidly calculate all ionic
components of the Martian ionosphere.

The kinetic model describes the ionosphere using a fixed altitude
grid ranging between 80 and 500 km and an energy grid ranging
between 0.1 and 280 eV. The energy range is divided into 40 grid
points whose spacing is non-uniform and determined by a power
law. This type of energy grid means that the energy step between
successive energy grid points increases with energy and thus the
lowest energies are described with a finer resolution. This is advan-
tageous as theory would suggest (Ratcliffe 1972) that all charged
particles ionize most rapidly near the ends of their paths through
the atmosphere before they return to the thermal (ambient) electron
background. Thus, the ionization is most prominent when the time
spent by a primary electron near a background atom is comparable
with the period of a thermal electron in a Bohr orbit about that
background atom. With a fine energy grid we can take this into
account.

In studies of the terrestrial atmosphere and ionosphere using the
Trans-* suite of kinetic models, the z-axis is held as vertical and
modelling is restricted to polar regions, where primary electrons
are guided vertically into the atmosphere by the geomagnetic field.
With a vertical magnetic field strong enough to impose a negligible
Larmor radius, we can assume an axial symmetry around the field
line. In turn, this removes any dependence on the horizontal coor-
dinate as long as we further assume that the atmosphere is locally
horizontally stratified and that photoproduction is isotropic, both
reasonable assumptions. Such considerations can also be applied to
a study of the Martian atmosphere on the assumption that either (1)
we are at the edge of one of the Martian anomalies such that a strong
magnetic field is aligned vertically or (2) the induced magnetic field
is sufficiently diffused over the region from the upper atmosphere
to the altitude of the ionospheric peak (where our study is most
concerned) such that its influence on the electron and ion trajecto-
ries can be neglected or (3) there is no magnetic field at all, such
as would likely be experienced away from the localized magnetic
anomalies associated with the crustal magnetic fields.

With the above assumptions considered the transport equation can
be written as (Stamnes & Rees 1983)

μ
∂�(τ, E, μ)

∂τ (z, E)
= − �(τ, E, μ) + sf (τ, E, μ)

+ ne(z)∑
k nk(z)σT

k (E)

∂ [L(E)�(τ, E, μ)]

∂E

+
∑

l

{
nl(z)σT

l (E)∑
k nk(z)σT

k (E)

∫ +1

−1
dμ′

×
∫ Emax

E

dE′Rl

(
E′, μ′ → E, μ

)
�(τ, E′, μ′)

}

(1)

where: �(τ , E, μ) is the stationary electron flux (cm−2 s−1

eV−1 sr−1),

∂τ (z, E) is the electron scattering depth,
z is the altitude,
μ, μ′ are the cosines of scattered and incident electron pitch

angles,
E and E′ are the energies (eV) of scattered and incident electrons,
nk(z) and nl(z) are the number densities of neutral species k and

l at altitude (z),
ne(z) is the thermal electron number density at altitude (z),
Rl is called the redistribution function and describes the degra-

dation from a state (E′, μ′) to a state (E, μ) for the neutral l,
σ T

k (E), σ T
l (E) are the total collision cross-sections (elastic plus

inelastic) for the neutrals k or l for a colliding suprathermal electron
of energy (E).

The second term on the right-hand side of equation (1) is the
primary photoelectron source term (cm −2 s−1 eV−1 sr−1) due to
either the solar EUV flux or precipitated into the upper modelled
atmosphere. For this study, we restricted our primary electron source
to be only the solar photoelectron source,

sf (τ, E, μ) = 1

4π
∑

k nk(z)σT
k (E)

∑
k,i

qk,i(z, E) (2)

where qk,i(z, E) is the primary photoelectron production rate
(cm−3 s−1 eV−1) and is equal to

qk,i(z, E) = nk(z)σ ion
k,i (Ehν)I∞(λhν)

× exp

(
−

∑
m

σm(Ehν)Ch(z, χ )
∫ ∞

z

nm(z′)dz′
)

,

(3)

where the relationship between the photon energy Ehν and the
suprathermal electron energy grid is accounted for, with the state-
ment EW = Ehν − I k,i. Thus, we take the difference between the
energy Ehν of the incident solar photon and the ionization threshold
I k,i of species k and state i to calculate the energy of our created
photoelectrons (EW ). Then, we simply ensure that the energy EW is
associated with the correct suprathermal electron energy grid posi-
tion E, i.e. we use the former to search through the latter to build
our source function upon energy grid E. For the other terms, we
have:

σ ion
k,i (Ehν) photoionization cross-section for species k, state i for

photon energy Ehν ;
I∞(λhν) solar EUV flux at the upper boundary of the atmosphere

and
σ m(Ehν) photoabsorption cross-section of neutral species m for

photon energy Ehν .

Finally, regarding the second term, note how the primary photo-
production is calculated by considering a column of atmosphere
along the line of sight of the solar photon beam by using the
Chapman function provided by Smith & Smith (1972) to describe
high solar zenith angle (χ ) grazing incidence. The Chapman func-
tion depends upon both the scaleheight and the radial distance from
the centre of the planet to the point in question (RM + z). For the
radius of Mars term (RM), we require a description of Mars global
surface shape. Since the Martian areoid will vary with latitude and
longitude due to local topographic features, we follow the procedure
used by the Mars Climate Data base (Lewis et al. 1999) and approx-
imate its shape by an offset spheroid whose characteristics can be
found at http://ssed.gsfc.nasa.gov/tharsis/geodesy.html. Thus, zero
elevation (from which our altitude z is measured) is defined as
the equipotential surface whose average value at the equator is
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3396 000 m (after Smith et al. 1999). Although this means that the
polar radius is approximately 20 000 m less than the equatorial ra-
dius we would not expect this difference to introduce any significant
variation in our calculation of the Chapman function were we in-
stead to approximate Mars’ shape by a sphere of radius 33 96 000 m.
For the various values of scaleheight used, we note that this de-
pends upon the particular background neutral atmosphere calcu-
lated. Thus, we refer the reader to the description of our neutral
atmosphere model in Section (2.2) for more details.

The loss function L(E) was introduced earlier as representing
a continuous friction-like term responsible for energy loss from
the precipitating energetic suprathermal electrons to the ambient
thermal electrons. We assume that the primary electrons are not
deflected in this process (Blelly et al. 1996). In equation (1), it
appears in the third term on the right-hand side. The full expression
is (Swartz et al. 1971; Lummerzheim & Lilensten 1994)

L(E) = 3.37 × 10−12

E0.94n0.03
e

(
E − Et

E − 0.53Et

)2.36

. (4)

This term requires self-consistently calculated profiles of electron
temperature (Te, for use in Et = kB T e) and of background (ther-
mal) electron density (ne) to be provided. For the latter, we recall
statements made earlier in the introduction that about the peak the
Martian ionosphere is fairly well described by ideal Chapman the-
ory. With this in mind, we use the formulation of Fox et al. (2006),
equation (5), to describe the electron density input to the kinetic
model as a function of solar zenith angle and altitude. In this for-
mulation, the Chapman layer is defined as being produced by the
photoionization of a single molecular species for which the result-
ing molecular ion is destroyed locally by dissociative recombination
with a rate coefficient αdr. Fox et al. (2006) adopt a value for αdr

of 1.95 × 10−7 (300/T e)0.7 cm3s−1 for T e < 1200 K and a value
proportional to (300/T e)0.56 for T e > 1200 K. Analysis of the re-
sulting Chapman layer (see the solid line of Fig. 1) shows that for
equinox conditions at heliocentric distance of 1.47 au for overhead
sun conditions, and with our neutral background atmosphere, that
the peak electron density reaches a value on the order of 105 cm−3

at ∼125 km.
For the electron temperatures (Te), unfortunately we are quite

limited in our capacity to self-consistently calculate appropriate
profiles and instead require the plasma temperatures to be provided
as inputs to be read in directly to Trans-TIM either from other
models or from available spacecraft data. For this study, then we
take the profile calculated in the work of Witasse (2000) where a full
fluid model component was coupled to the Trans* kinetic part. This
fluid model component solved an eight-moment approximation to
the Boltzmann’s equation for the distribution function (see Blelly
et al. 1996) appropriate to Viking conditions. The resulting electron
temperature profile is shown by the dot–dashed line in Fig. 1.

We do appreciate the limitations that our choice of both the elec-
tron number density and electron temperature brings to the breadth
of study we can present, while maintaining full self-consistency.
However, we note that the frictional processes the loss term of
equation (4) represents (including energy loss through Coulomb
collision and Çerenkov wave generation) are more important at
low energies (in particular less than the ionization threshold) and
so are not expected to influence the secondary electron production
(Galand et al. 1999). Consequently, since this study is focused
squarely on the efficiency of ionization processes, that is the sec-
ondary to primary ionization relationship, we do not consider our
choice of ne nor Te to limit in any way the range of conditions (solar
zenith angle, solar activity, etc.) we can consider.

Figure 1. Electron density (solid line) profile (ne) for the Sun overhead,
equinox conditions. Also shown are variations in ne investigated in prepara-
tion for this study (dashed lines, see text). Electron temperature (dot–dashed
line) profile (Te) used throughout this study (see text).

Indeed, we studied the effect of using two other electron density
profiles as inputs to our coupled model. One with the Chapman layer
profile multiplied by a factor of 20 and the other with it divided by a
factor of 20 (see the dashed lines of Fig. 1). This factor was chosen
by the following recent remote-sensing observations of the neutral
CO2 density using the SPICAM instrument onboard Mars Express
(Forget et al. 2009) that revealed density varied annually by a factor
of 20 at 120 km. Thus, we assume a like-for-like variation is possible
in electron densities. In the efficiency profile results, which are not
shown here, we found no discernible variation in the production
efficiency and therefore feel confident that using the limited plasma
inputs discussed throughout the rest of the present study will not
affect any of our production efficiency results.

The last term on the right-hand side of equation (1) represents
the electron production due to degradation of higher energy fluxes
through collisions between primary electrons and neutral particles
(Blelly et al. 1996). In this term, Rl is known as the redistribution
function and is defined as the ratio of (in the numerator) the sum
of differential cross-sections (sum of cross-sections over different
elastic and inelastic collisions) between electrons and neutrals to (in
the denominator) the total cross-section σ T

l . The differential cross-
sections are deduced from the collision cross-sections as described
in Lummerzheim & Lilensten (1994). Collisions between secondary
electrons are neglected.

The solution to the transport equation is formally equivalent to the
equation of radiative transfer. The programs originally developed to
solve the core of the kinetic model are described in Lummerzheim &
Lilensten (1994), wherein the discrete ordinate method is adopted
using the Discrete Ordinate Radiative Transfer (DISORT) proce-
dure of Stamnes et al. (1988) where eight streams (or pitch angles;
referring to the angle between the particle velocity and the vertical
direction) are used as recommended by Lummerzheim & Lilensten
(1994). In this ‘multistream’ approach, we must account for the
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energy distribution associated with and the angular dependence of
secondary electrons generated by inelastic collision between pri-
mary electrons and the background atmospheric gases (Opal et al.
1971).

For the angular dependence, we assume that during an inelastic
collision producing an ionization or excitation the incident primary
electron is scattered mostly forward (Blelly et al. 1996) so that
the collision phase function [which governs the angular redistri-
bution of energy degraded primary electrons (Lummerzheim et al
1989)] can be approximated by a Dirac-delta function in the forward
direction. We assume that the secondary electrons produced may
be scattered in any direction, i.e. they are distributed isotropically.
This was justified in the work of Lummerzheim & Lilensten (1994),
whose study of the angular redistribution function for the secondary
electrons showed that it had no influence on the altitude profiles of
heating rates, energy deposition rates nor emission rates.

For the case of elastic collisions, the converse situation is appar-
ent: results are sensitive to the phase function for elastic scattering
(Lummerzheim et al 1989). We use the parametrization developed
by Porter & Jump (1978) and Porter et al. (1987) for the angular
redistribution and the required equation is

p(cos �) = 1

N

[
1

(1 + 2ε − cos �)2
+ β

(1 + 2δ + cos �)2

]
, (5)

with the normalization N given by

N = 1

4

[
1

ε(1 + ε)
+ β

1

δ(1 + δ)

]
. (6)

Here � is the total scattering angle and Porter et al. (1987) provide
tabulated values for β, ε and δ to fit the phase function to laboratory
measurements in the energy range from 2 eV to 1 keV. The first
term in the brackets is the usual screened Rutherford term with ε

the screening parameter. The second term is phenomenologically
added to describe backscatter enhancements that appear in the an-
gular elastic cross-sections for many gases at lower energies. For
the energies above 1 keV, we set β = 0 so that this phase func-
tion becomes identical to the screened Rutherford phase function.
The angular distribution of the low energy electrons is dominated
by elastic scattering and so for energies less than 12 eV isotropic
scattering is assumed.

For the energy redistribution and degradation of the primary elec-
trons in the inelastic excitation and ionization collisions, we use the
scheme proposed by Swartz (1985) where effective cross-sections
are defined that accommodate the energy losses in collisions on
a given discrete numerical energy grid (see Lummerzheim &
Lilensten 1994 and the last term on the right-hand side of equa-
tion 1). For simplicity, we assume no energy redistribution in elastic
collisions (Lummerzheim & Lilensten 1994).

For the purpose of this study, it only remains to describe the
calculation of primary photoions and secondary production of ions
and electrons. Here, primary photoions refer to those ions produced
by the incident solar flux, i.e. they are the counterpart to the primary
(photo) electrons. The primary photoion production (cm−3 s−1) for
species k is calculated by integrating qk,i over solar photon energy
and summing over all states i,

P ion
k (z) =

∑
i

∫
E

qk,i(z, E)dE, (7)

then the primary (photo) electron production is simply the sum of
primary photoion production over all species k,

P electron(z) =
∑

k

P ion
k (z). (8)

For the secondary ion production (cm −3 s−1) for species k, we
calculate the solution of

P ion
s,k (z) = 2πnk(z)

∫ +1

−1
dμ

∫ Emax

Emin

dEσ ion
k (E)�(τ, E, μ), (9)

and so finally the secondary electron production is once again the
sum of secondary ion production over all species k,

P electron
s (z) =

∑
k

P ion
s,k (z). (10)

Note finally for the electron production resulting from CO++
2 , N++

2 ,
O++

2 and O++ ionization that a factor of 2 is included as part of equa-
tions (8) and (10) since two electrons are produced per ionization
event for each of these species.

2.2 The background neutral atmosphere model

To solve the stationary Boltzmann equation, the kinetic model re-
quires a one-dimensional atmospheric profile of the neutral and
ionic background atmosphere to be provided. For these purposes, in
this study, we coupled the kinetic code to a global circulation model
named MarTIM developed at the Atmospheric Physics Laboratory
of University College London. MarTIM is a forward Euler time-
stepping model that solves the coupled non-linear Navier–Stokes
equations of momentum as well as equations for energy conserva-
tion and mass continuity. Calculations are conducted on a corotating
three-dimensional grid of variable size with horizontal grid points
described by spherical polar coordinates and vertical grid points lo-
cated at fixed pressure coordinates. MarTIM’s basic model core had
been provided by a global circulation model of Titan’s atmosphere
(Müller-Wodarg et al. 2000), and this was converted to describe
the Martian thermosphere and ionosphere by Moffat (2005). Most
recently MarTIM was used to study the coupling between the lower
and upper atmospheric regions of the Martian neutral atmosphere
(for solar minimum conditions) (Moffat-Griffin et al. 2007) using
version 3.1 of the Mars Climate Data base (Lewis et al. 1999).

From its lower boundary of 0.883 Pa (∼60 km) to its upper
boundary of 9.9 × 10−8 Pa (∼ 200–350 km depending on solar
cycle and orbital conditions), MarTIM evaluates, for each time-
step, the main sources of solar forcing (EUV/UV and IR absorption),
calculates the resulting three-dimensional variation in neutral wind
velocities and self-consistently determines the neutral composition
(number and mass densities, mass and volume mixing ratios, mean
molecular weight) due to the mutual diffusion of four of the main
neutral gases, CO2, N2, CO and O. Three further minor species
Ar, O2 and NO are maintained in diffusive equilibrium above the
turbopause (at 1.2 nanobar). MarTIM also calculates the neutral
atmospheric temperature.

The background neutral atmosphere densities provided by Mar-
TIM are shown in Fig. 2(a) for solar minimum (SMIN F 10.7,Mars =
31.3), equinox conditions (heliocentric distance 1.466 au) at solar
zenith angle 45◦. This model setup gave us exospheric tempera-
tures of T exo ≈ 224 K and these are shown in Fig. 2(b). Also
shown in Fig. 2(b) are the neutral temperatures derived by Mar-
TIM for a similar heliocentric distance at medium solar activity
levels (SMED F 10.7,Mars = 60.9, T exo ≈ 275 K) and high solar ac-
tivity levels (SMAX F 10.7,Mars = 95, T exo ≈ 308 K). These temper-
atures are also compared against the equivalent results of the Mars
Thermosphere General Circulation Model (MTGCM) simulations
(Bougher et al. 1999) available from http://data.engin.umich.edu/
tgcm_planets_archive/index.html. Scaleheights calculated by Mar-
TIM about the typical ionospheric peak altitude of 130 km for the
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Figure 2. (a) Background neutral density profiles and (b) background neu-
tral temperature as derived by MarTIM and used in the kinetic code. In
part (b), left-to-right represent SMIN-to-SMAX for MarTIM (solid lines)
and from MTGCM (see text) (dashed lines). Black dots represent spacecraft
observations of exospheric temperatures for MGS and Mariner 6 & 7 (see
text).

profiles of Fig. 2 were 9.98 km for SMIN, 10.74 km for SMED
and 11.14 km for SMAX. Finally, note that in Fig. 2(b), we plot
black dots as place-markers representing the exospheric tempera-
tures measured by the Mariner 6 and 7 (≈315 K, Bougher et al.
2000) and MGS (≈210–220 K Bougher et al. 1999).

The model setup shown in Fig. 2(a) also gave us an O to CO2

ratio of ≈1.7 per cent at 125 km and ≈2 per cent at 130 km. The O

to CO2 ratio at the altitude of the F1 ionospheric peak (≈130 km)
is often quoted as a measure of the dissociation of the Martian at-
mosphere (Bougher et al. 2000) as the photochemically produced
CO+

2 is quickly converted to O+
2 by reaction with O (Bougher et al.

1999). Occasionally, this ratio is also quoted at the altitude of the
homopause (≈125 km) due to the important implications that O
abundance has on the dominance of CO2 cooling rates in the mid-
dle atmosphere. Typical values derived by other investigators range
from 0.01 to 0.04 at 130 km over a range of solar activities and
heliocentric distances (Bougher et al. 2000; Fox 2004). Values de-
rived from MarTIM simulations for solar minimum, medium and
maximum conditions (not shown) remain within this cited range.

2.3 Coupling the models

Coupling of the two models into Trans-TIM is achieved through in-
terpolation of MarTIM’s neutral background atmosphere (in fixed
pressure vertical coordinates as noted already) on to the independent
fixed altitude grid of the kinetic model. Number densities for neutral
species CO2, N2, CO, O and O2 are required by the kinetic code
for the calculation of the column density of the one-dimensional
atmospheric column through which the primary electron and solar
fluxes are attenuated. These are interpolated from MarTIM’s grid
on to the Trans-TIM grid with a logarithmic interpolation routine.
Neutral atmosphere temperatures from MarTIM are also taken and
used by the kinetic code for the column density calculation. Finally,
MarTIM’s geopotential heights are required in order to determine
the fixed altitude against which the neutral densities and tempera-
tures are defined.

Since the coupled Trans-TIM model describes the ionosphere us-
ing a fixed altitude grid ranging from 80 to 500 km, the use of Mar-
TIM’s background atmosphere demands that we provide a neutral
atmosphere from MarTIM’s upper boundary (∼ 200–350 km) to the
upper boundary of the kinetic model (500 km). Such an extrapola-
tion was achieved by assuming this upper atmosphere region could
be described by a hydrostatic distribution with isothermal structure
and starting from the number densities given by MarTIM’s up-
per boundary. Although the altitude region above MarTIM’s upper
boundary (∼ 200–350 km) is probably not in hydrostatic equilib-
rium in the actual Martian atmosphere the assumption should be
sufficient in the region of the ionospheric peak, which is where our
study is mostly concerned.

The solar EUV/XUV flux (λ ≤ 105 nm) has been changed for
this study to the solar flux model ‘SOLAR2000 Research Grade
v2.28’ (see e.g. Tobiska et al. 2004), with empirical solar irradiances
provided by Space Environment technologies. SOLAR2000 uses 39
energy bins ranging from 2.95 to 105.00 nm (∼420.3 to ∼11.8 eV).
Considering this energy range for the production of primary (photo)
electrons is justified since it allows us to consider photoproduction
ranging from the various species ionization potentials (Fox et al.
2008) right the way through EUV to XUV irradiances.

Taking SOLAR2000 as a solar flux model at a heliocentric dis-
tance of 1 au, we account for the greater Mars-to-Sun distance by
multiplying the fluxes in all 39 energy bins by the inverse square
of the heliocentric distance. We also multiply the F10.7 flux, which
is simply an output of SOLAR2000 often used as a reference mea-
sure of solar activity, by the same factor and quote this new value
throughout the present study. In this way, we can study different
solar cycle conditions, although we note that the actual numerical
value of the F10.7 flux has no computational role in the calculations,
it is simply quoted throughout this paper as a standard measure of
solar activity.
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The photoionization and electron collision cross-sections are the
same as those used in a previous Mars atmosphere study using the
kinetic model (Simon et al. 2008) namely from Torr & Torr (1985)
for N2, O2, O, Hitchcock et al. (1980) and Avakyan (1998) for CO2

and Tian & Vidal (1998) and Lummerzheim & Lilensten (1994) for
the secondary ion productions

2.4 The problem to solve

As was discussed in Section 2.1, the computation of ion and electron
densities by primary photoproduction (equation 3) is straightfor-
ward. However, using the primary electrons calculated to complete
the full transport equation calculation for the secondary production
by energetic electron propagation through the background neutral
atmosphere (as it is described above) is a far more involved and
complex computation. Thus, in the following section, we will de-
scribe the results of the full Trans-TIM calculation for primary and
secondary ion and electron production using the kinetic code with
MarTIM providing the neutral background atmosphere.

The main aim is to provide a method by which the secondary
ion and electron production can be calculated rapidly using the pro-
duction efficiency ε (defined as the ratio between the secondary
and primary productions) as an intermediary. We will then use dif-
ferent neutral background atmospheres (as calculated by MarTIM)
to show that while the production efficiency does vary with solar
zenith angle it can be parametrized with a simple function. We also
show that variations with solar cycle and solar longitude are neg-
ligible about the region of the primary and secondary production
peaks.

Our study only considers solar zenith angles up to 90◦ since be-
yond this point the illumination rapidly fades as the Sun drops below
the horizon. As a consequence, we calculate the primary photopro-
duction and secondary electron impact production peaks to rapidly
decrease in magnitude to below the minimum value that we con-
sidered relevant for consideration (1 × 10−3 cm−3 s−1). In turn, we
found that under these swiftly changing conditions the production
efficiency did not lend itself to any straightforward parametrization.
The approach of this phenomena is discussed further below.

3 R ESULTS

3.1 Polynomial fit to the production efficiency

Following a similar method of Lilensten et al. (2005), where the
production efficiency for Titan’s ionosphere was studied, we also fit
the model efficiency profiles ε(z, χ ) with a simple polynomial law.
Initially, the production efficiency is defined as a function of altitude
z and solar zenith angle χ . Of course given the dependence the
ionosphere has on the background neutral atmosphere, one would
also expect efficiency to be a function of solar cycle and Martian
season. To start with, then we conducted model runs for a solar
zenith angle of χ = 0◦ at solar longitude Ls = 180◦ (equinox)
for solar minimum conditions (F 10.7,Mars = 31.3) and then later on
studied the effect on the efficiency of varying the three variables
solar zenith angle, solar longitude and solar cycle, preferably in an
effort to reduce ε to a single dependency on altitude z.

Above a given transition altitude, we use a logarithmic fit in order
to avoid oscillations in the fit due to high-order polynomials,

log10 [ε(z, 0◦)] =
(

N∑
i=0

aiz
i

)
− 2, (11)

while below this transition altitude use a direct polynomial fit,

ε(z, 0◦) =
M∑
i=0

biz
i , (12)

where z is the altitude in kilometres. The transition altitudes as well
as the ai and bi coefficients for the 11 ion species CO+

2 , CO++
2 , CO+,

C+, N+
2 , N++

2 , N+, O+
2 , O++

2 , O+ and O++ studied in this work, and
for the electrons, are given in Table A1–A6 in Appendix A.

Our confidence in the physical consistency of the kinetic model
and its calculation of the primary and secondary production rates and
thus the efficiency meant that looking for a fit that had some basis
in physics was not necessary (Lilensten et al. 2005). Therefore, our
method for determining where the transition altitude should lie and
what the most appropriate number (N or M) of coefficients to use
in a particular species fit was to consider each species individually
and to ensure minimum error between the kinetic model calculated
vertical profile of efficiency and the polynomial fitted profile. As
noted, the use of a logarithmic fit at high altitude ensured oscillations
due to high-order polynomials were minimized and thus aided this
process.

3.2 Production efficiency general trends

The Trans-TIM calculated ion production rates (cm−3 s−1) for the
11 ion species studied in this report (and for the electrons) are
shown in Fig. 3(a) for N+

2 , N+, N++
2 and the electrons, Fig. 4(a)

for CO++
2 , CO+, C+ and O+ and finally Fig. 5(a) for O+

2 , O++
2 ,

O++ and CO+
2 . In each case, the contribution from photo (primary)

ionization, electron impact (secondary) ionization is plotted as well
as their total contribution (i.e. the sum of primary and secondary).
Then in each case, part (b) of the mentioned figures shows the
production efficiencies (ε) that is secondary production divided
by primary production calculated both by Trans-TIM and by the
polynomial fit as described above.

The structure observed in the efficiency profiles of Figs 3(b), 4(b)
and 5(b) deserves further explanation. The shape of the efficiency
profiles comes about, in the main, simply due to the numerical effect
of dividing the secondary production rate by the primary production
rate. So the actual numerical value of the efficiency gives no indi-
cation that either primary or secondary production is particularly
important at that location. It instead simply refers to their relative
importance with respect to one another. Thus, an extremely large
efficiency can occur when one divides a secondary production rate
by a primary production rate that is far smaller in magnitude. But it
may well be that both primary and secondary productions are negli-
gibly small because all the efficiency describes are their magnitudes
relative to one another. Indeed, as noted briefly already, in all the
cases, we took the decision to set the efficiency to zero when the
secondary production dropped below 1 × 10−3 cm−3 s−1, showing
no regard to whether an immense (or otherwise) primary production
rate was in affect because clearly it was not creating a secondary
production rate of any notable value.

Physically, the only parameters that are specific to each specie that
could be responsible for the efficiency profile structure plotted are
the photoabsorption and electron-impact cross-sections. After all,
at any particular altitude, each specie exists under the same column
of atmosphere (i.e. the same column depth) through which the same
two sources of energy must pass (the photon and suprathermal
electron fluxes). So each specie presents at a particular altitude will
interact with the same intensity of primary energy source (from one
specie to the next) and with the same intensity of secondary energy
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Figure 3. (a) Total production (solid lines), primary (photo) production
(dashed lines) and secondary production (dot–dashed lines) and (b) produc-
tion efficiency [kinetic model result (crosses), polynomial fit (solid line) and
transition altitude (dashed line)] versus altitude (km). Production rates are in
units of cm−3 s−1 versus altitude in km. Top left N+, top right N++

2 , bottom
left electrons, bottom right N+

2 .

source (again from one specie to the next). Hence, at a particular
altitude, it is the relationship, expressed in terms of the model energy
grid, between the primary and secondary energy sources and the
respective cross-sections of the atmospheric species present that
will drive different production rate responses for each specie. It

Figure 4. (a) Total production (solid lines), primary (photo) production
(dashed lines) and secondary production (dot–dashed lines) and (b) produc-
tion efficiency [kinetic model result (crosses), polynomial fit (solid line) and
transition altitude (dashed line)] versus altitude (km). Production rates are
in units of cm−3 s−1 versus altitude in km. Top left C+, top right O+, bottom
left CO++

2 , bottom right CO+.

is the energy spectrum of the photon flux and its match with the
photoabsorption cross-sections (in the case of the former), and the
suprathermal electron intensity and its match with the electron-
impact cross-sections (in the case of the latter) that will dictate
which production type (primary or secondary) is dominant.
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Figure 5. (a) Total production (solid lines), primary (photo) production
(dashed lines) and secondary production (dot–dashed lines) and (b) produc-
tion efficiency [kinetic model result (crosses), polynomial fit (solid line) and
transition altitude (dashed line)] versus altitude (km). Production rates are
in units of cm−3 s−1 versus altitude in km. Top left O++, top right CO+

2 ,
bottom left O+

2 , bottom right O++
2 .

Bearing these statements in mind, we note two general trends in
the efficiency profiles of fig. 3(b), 4(b) and 5(b) at low altitude. The
first is where the efficiency continues to grow larger and larger as
we decrease in altitude. So for example, the production efficiencies
of N++

2 , CO++
2 and O+

2 all begin to increase very quickly towards

positive infinity as we approach the lower altitude boundary. The
second trend is where the efficiency reaches a peak as we decrease
in altitude before decreasing in the lowest altitude regions of the
model. The production of N+ is an example of this trend, with the
efficiency reaching a peak of ∼15 at ∼98.5 km before falling to
∼7 at ∼88 km.

The first trend is principally the numerical effect of dividing the
secondary production rate by a primary production rate that is ei-
ther far smaller or is decreasing more rapidly than the secondary
production rate as we descend in altitude. It also indicates that at
the lowest altitudes the photoabsorption cross-sections for species
that exhibit this trend do not respond to the (probably high) photon
energies present at these low altitudes and thus primary production
remains low. Meanwhile there is a sufficient response by the electron
impact cross-sections to the suprathermal electron energies present
for secondary production to remain greater (relatively speaking)
than primary production and thus cause the growth in efficiency ob-
served. Remember here that since every altitude level is potentially
a source of suprathermal electrons then transport effects can bring
these electrons, with a greater range of energies, down to these low
altitudes. That is to say, a greater range of suprathermal energies
can be present relative to the range of photon energies present. This
first trend is thus exhibited by species whose primary production
is restricted in energy so they do not respond to the typical photon
energies present at these altitudes.

For this first trend, we take the case of O+
2 as a good example of the

numerical nature of this effect. From 100–83 km, the primary pro-
duction rate drops almost 12 orders of magnitude where as the sec-
ondary production rate drops by just over 6 orders. Sure enough we
see the efficiency climb from ∼16 to 1.22 × 107 that is almost 6 or-
ders of magnitude. But again this does not imply that some important
effect is taking place, such as a production rate with an especially
high magnitude or detailed structure. Indeed, the primary produc-
tion rate is shown in Fig. 5(b) to be on the order of 5 × 10−2 cm−3 s−1

at 100 km (while the secondary rate is 8 × 10−1 cm−3 s−1)
before the reductions just described have even begun. Thus,
despite the efficiency profile growing rapidly below 100 km
both, production rates are falling rapidly as we descend through
the atmosphere. Finally, note that for O+

2 the secondary produc-
tion rate dropped below 1 × 10−3 cm−3 s−1 (and so was considered
negligible) at and below 88.23 km.

The second trend in the efficiency profiles was noted above as
the structure whereby the efficiency reaches a peak as we decrease
in altitude before decreasing in the lowest altitude regions of the
model. As noted, the production efficiency of N+ is a good example
of this trend, with the efficiency reaching a peak of ∼15 at ∼98.5 km
before falling to ∼7 at ∼88 km. This can essentially be understood
as the converse of the first trend i.e. it is the result of a more rapid
drop in the secondary production rate, below the efficiency peak,
than there is in the primary production rate. The fact that there
is a peak in the production efficiency in the first place is simply
due to the growth in secondary production over and above primary
production as the transport of suprathermal electrons down towards
the peak gives greater opportunity for secondary production. This
is to say that the range of suprathermal energies allows electron
impact to dominate over photon production.

Typically, however, we find that in the lowest altitude regions
the suprathermal electron flux (not shown) has a greater inten-
sity in the lower model energies (say 0.1–4 eV) than it does in
the upper energy regions, as secondary production can only pro-
duce electrons of lower energy and as collisions with the exponen-
tially increasing neutral background atmosphere strips the flux of its
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energy. Therefore, this second trend is exhibited by species where
the particular relationship between their primary and secondary pro-
ductions favours the high-energy photons at the low altitudes rather
than the low-energy suprathermal electrons. The neutral background
swiftly removing higher energy suprathermals as we lead up to the
peak while maintaining and harbouring a lower energy suprathermal
presence that begins to dominate below the peak. Species electron
impact cross-sections fail to respond to this change and secondary
production drops more swiftly than primary production, hence the
efficiency drops.

By and large the efficiency profiles at high altitude typically reach
some constant value. This is simply because both the primary and
secondary production rates remain parallel to one another through-
out the upper regions of the model. Thus as primary production
falls with increasing altitude and decreasing neutral number density
so the secondary production follows suit due to both the reduced
localized source function and the reduced likelihood of transport
effects from higher altitudes. The only exception to this rule is
specie C+ (Fig. 4) for whom secondary production dropped be-
low 1 × 10−3 cm−3 s−1 at and above 325 km before reaching any
constant value. Secondary production for this specie continues to
drop faster than primary production as we gain altitude hence the
efficiency does also. We must come down in altitude, building up
a sufficient component of transported suprathermals for secondary
C+ production to become important, whereas for other species sec-
ondary production due to localized primary production is sufficient
up through the highest altitudes to keep secondary and primary
profiles almost parallel and thus efficiency constant.

3.3 The effect of variation in solar zenith angle on efficiency

To study the effect of the variation in solar zenith angle on the
production efficiency, we used the three-dimensional neutral at-
mosphere provided by MarTIM. The results are shown in Fig. 6
for the CO+

2 production efficiency only. This variable was chosen
for our representation of how efficiency responds to χ variation
because of the dominance that neutral CO2 has on the composi-
tion in the real and (MarTIM) modelled atmosphere, which would
suggest that it plays an important role in the study of photon and
suprathermal electron attenuation. Indeed, it was because of the
importance of neutral species such as CO2 that we ensured neu-
tral diffusion processes were carefully modelled within MarTIM
so that our description of the underlying physics was appropriate.
Thus, we expect neutral CO2 to be a sensitive indicator of any possi-
ble χ variation and in turn that CO+

2 ion production will reflect these
changes.

In Fig. 6(a), we present production efficiency altitude profiles for
a spread of four solar zenith angles up to 70◦ (0◦, 25◦, 45◦ and 70◦)
and then a further four angles from 75◦ to 90◦. Then in Fig. 6(b),
we present profiles showing the variation in the altitude of the peak
primary and secondary production (dot–dashed and dotted lines
respectively) as well as a profile of the altitude of the peak efficiency
as a function of solar zenith angle (solid line). From part (a) of this
figure, you can see that the effect of an increasing solar zenith angle,
up to ∼ 80◦ (the second dotted line), is essentially to move the lower
region of the profile (around the primary and secondary production
peaks) upwards. Then, in part (b) of this figure, you can see the
extent of this altitude shift with solar zenith angle more clearly as
the peak efficiency reaches ∼105 km at χ = 90◦ compared with
∼88 km at χ = 0◦. Additionally, in part (b), we plot a function
to describe numerically this increase in efficiency peak altitude

Figure 6. (a) CO+
2 production efficiency versus altitude (km) for solar zenith

angle χ 0◦ (solid line), 25◦ (long-dashed line), 45◦ (short-dashed line), 70◦
(dot–dashed line). Then 75◦, 80◦, 85◦ and 90◦ are all shown with dotted lines.
Their profiles can be identified in the lower altitude region up to 160 km
by the increasing altitude of their peaks. (b) Altitude of maximum CO+

2
production efficiency versus χ (solid line), altitude of the maximum primary
and secondary CO+

2 production (dot–dashed and dotted lines, respectively)
and equation (13) (dashed line). Solar minimum (F10.7,Mars = 31.3) and
equinox (180◦) throughout.

(dashed line),

dz(χ ) = zpeak,χ=0 + αcos(χ ) − β [cos(χ )]1/2 + γ, (13)

Where α = 15, β = 40 and γ = 25.
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The derivation of this function follows the work of Lilensten et al.
(2005) who fitted a similar function to the efficiency profiles from
the Titan version of the Trans* kinetic model (with different coef-
ficients of course). Thus, as was the case in Lilensten et al. (2005),
there are two components of the χ angle influence on the produc-
tion efficiency. The first [cos(χ )] reflects the close approximation,
the modelled atmosphere makes, to an ideal Chapman atmosphere.
Since CO2 is the dominant species throughout a large part of the
atmosphere (and certainly in the region of peak primary and sec-
ondary production), the altitude of the primary peak when acting
under the local control of photochemical processes, depends upon
how deeply into the atmosphere the solar radiation penetrates (as
was discussed regarding the real Martian atmosphere in Section 1).
Hence, the altitude of the primary production peak will follow a
cos (χ ) form. Then from the dotted line of Fig. 6(b) note that how
the secondary peak altitude follows quite closely with the primary
peak. This reflects the sufficient uniformity in atmospheric density
as a function of solar zenith angle, a product once again of CO2

dominance, in restricting transport effects (or at least restricting
their variation with χ ) and thus keeping the primary and secondary
peaks almost parallel to one another. As the altitude of the primary
peak rises, so does the secondary peak. In turn, the efficiency peak
altitude will simply follow suit and maintain a similar dependence
on the cos (χ ) term.

The second component to the variation in efficiency versus χ

angle comes from the behaviour of the [cos(χ )]1/2 term, which
Lilensten et al. (2005) cite as being due to transport effects. For
lower solar zenith angles (we suggest up to 80◦) transport effects
in the region of the primary and secondary peaks are probably not
dominant or are at least restricted, as we have just discussed, so
that the [cos(χ )]1/2 term will remain less important. It is only at
higher χ angles where transport effects would become important,
providing the linkage between a primary peak rising swiftly in
altitude while the secondary peak remained at lower altitudes where
the neutral density is greater. Since this occurs beyond χ = 90◦ and
for secondary production rates that drop significantly below 1 ×
10−3 cm−3 s−1, we do not deal with these situations further.

For the behaviour in the high χ angle range from 75◦ to 90◦ that is
approaching the limit of our function of equation (13) consider the
set of dotted lines shown in Fig. 6(a), which represents this range in
χ = 5◦ steps. Note that how the peak of the efficiency profile (and
indeed the main body of the profile up to ∼160 km) begins to gain
altitude far swifter than it did for the lower solar zenith angles. It is
at these high χ angles that the efficiency profiles start to reflect the
action of the Sun as it begins to set below the horizon of the tenu-
ous Martian atmosphere. As this occurs, the whole primary (photo)
production profile shifts upwards in altitude, chasing the remain-
ing illumination. At the same time, its magnitude decreases as the
background neutral atmosphere rapidly reduces in mass density at
high altitude. Meanwhile the secondary production profile does not
show nearly the same amount of vertical motion because electron
impact still requires a dense neutral background atmosphere for suf-
ficient ionization collisions to occur. The two processes are linked
by transport effects bringing down suprathermal electrons from the
high primary peak to the lower secondary peak.

Consequently, at any particular altitude the magnitude of sec-
ondary production will be far greater relative to the primary pro-
duction since the two profiles now cover completely different alti-
tude ranges for their completely different processes at these high
solar zenith angles. Therefore, the magnitude of production effi-
ciency (secondary production divided by primary production) will
also swiftly increase as we move towards higher solar zenith angles

and unfortunately its profile structure will begin to be poorly repre-
sented by equation (13). We suggest therefore that our polynomial
fits in Appendix A and equations (11) and (12) and the fit with solar
zenith angle (equation 13) are suitable only up to χ = 80◦. Beyond
this angle, we further note however that since the magnitude of the
primary production rate is rapidly reducing as the profile climbs
in altitude so too will the secondary production magnitude (and
to below the rate 1 × 10−3 cm−3 s−1 that we considered of notable
magnitude). Therefore, we feel our work describes suitably the main
bulk of the dayside ionosphere primary and secondary production.

3.4 The effect of variation of solar longitude on efficiency

One would expect that with the greater solar insolation at peri-
helion (∼40 per cent increase) that the atmosphere would expand
and conversely as the Sun–Mars distance increased as we approach
aphelion that the atmosphere would contract. Certainly, in the re-
gion of the thermosphere (150–280 km) where solar heating is most
dominant, we can assume a variation in the distribution height of the
neutral background atmosphere as the scaleheight tracks the chang-
ing temperatures: increasing with higher perihelion temperatures;
decreasing at aphelion. Consequently, the number of atmospheric
molecules and atoms in any vertical column [Nm(χ ) = H mnm above
the production peak altitude m] will also mimic this variation with
solar insolation. But since the altitude of the peak (in an ideal
Chapman atmosphere at least) will remain at wherever σNm(χ ) =
1 occurs then in turn we expect the altitude of the primary production
profile will vary with the advancing Martian seasons.

But of course it is a question of variation in the secondary pro-
duction profile alongside the primary profile that will affect the pro-
duction efficiency. If the variation in secondary production as solar
longitude changes is different from the primary production varia-
tion then the efficiency will reflect this. We can see from Fig. 7 that

Figure 7. CO+
2 production efficiency versus altitude (km) at solar zenith

angle χ = 0◦ for solar longitude 0◦ (1.56 au equinox) (solid line), 90◦
(1.66 au northern summer solstice) (dashed line), 180◦ (1.47 au equinox)
(dot-dashed line) and 270◦ (1.39 au southern summer solstice) (dotted line).
Solar minimum (F10.7,Mars = 31.3) throughout.
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indeed as solar longitude advances the efficiency does increase in the
region of the thermosphere ∼150–280 km. Presumably this is as we
shift from a localized to a more transport dominated secondary pro-
duction rate. With a greater primary production at higher altitudes
(with the expanded perihelion atmosphere), we have an increased
component of transported primary electrons that contribute to sec-
ondary ionization. So the secondary production increases propor-
tionately more than primary production due to this additional trans-
ported component and hence the efficiency increases. Of course,
this variation in efficiency is restricted to the thermosphere ∼150–
280 km where solar heating is dominant and even then to very
limited extent.

At lower altitudes, there is a very little variation in the production
efficiency. This is a result of the dominance of CO2 in the composi-
tion of the Martian atmosphere at these altitudes, which results in (a)
reduced variation in solar flux intensity at these altitude levels and
(b) similar variation in primary and secondary production despite
the changing Martian season. This latter point is most likely due to
the reduced role transport effects play in the lower atmosphere, re-
gardless of the season, linking secondary production to localized pri-
mary production. This situation remains as solar longitude changes
since the background lower atmosphere barely varies at all with
solar longitude and thus production efficiency remains fairly stable.
This situation will only become more apparent throughout the lower
atmosphere as the dominance CO2 continues to increase and the in-
cident solar flux tails off completely. Thus, if one is only considering
the altitude region of the CO+

2 production peak then one need not
alter the polynomial fit coefficients from those provided as there is
little variation to worry about despite the changing Martian season.

3.5 The effect of variation of the solar cycle on efficiency

In this final study of variation in production efficiency, we note from
Fig. 8 that generally there are only slight changes in the production
efficiency as the solar cycle advances. For reasons analogous to the

Figure 8. CO+
2 production efficiency versus altitude (km) at solar zenith

angle χ = 0◦ and solar longitude 180◦ for solar minimum (F 10.7,Mars =
31.3) (solid line), solar medium (F 10.7,Mars = 60.9) (dashed line) and solar
maximum (F 10.7,Mars = 95) (dot–dashed line).

above discussion about the variation in solar longitude, we find this
to be most apparent in the lower altitude regions given the reduction
in incident solar flux as one moves deeper into the atmosphere. Any
change in solar flux due to the varying solar cycle will be minimal
in these lower altitude regions thus the primary production will
not change much. Since secondary production will remain linked
to localized primary production this will not change much either.
Hence, the production efficiency changes only slightly as the solar
cycle advances.

In the upper altitude regions of the thermosphere proper, one
would not expect the height of the primary peak to vary with solar
cycle in an ideal Chapman atmosphere (Ratcliffe 1972), it is inde-
pendent of flux intensity. Although the primary production profile in
the thermosphere above the peak will increase as the enhanced solar
flux takes effect clearly there must be a relatively larger increase in
secondary production since we can see in Fig. 8 that the efficiency is
increasing with the solar flux. We would suggest that, just as in the
case of advancing solar longitude, the effect of enhanced primary
electron transport from the upper altitude regions will produce this
additional secondary production and the increase in production ef-
ficiency seen. Of course, again just as with the seasonal variation,
the effect is rather limited and we do not consider it necessary to
adjust our parametrization to include this effect.

4 C O N C L U S I O N S

An analytic method has been discussed for the rapid computation
of secondary ion and electron production due to electron impact
of suprathermal electrons with the background neutral Martian at-
mosphere. Parameters were given (see the appendix) to allow the
rapid computation of secondary ion production for 11 ion species
(CO+

2 , CO++
2 , CO+, C+, N+

2 , N++
2 , N+, O+

2 , O++
2 , O+, O++) as well

as for the secondary electron production. It was shown that while
the efficiency (ε) of ion and electron production (ratio of secondary
to primary production) does vary with solar zenith angle it could
be parametrized with a simple function, given by equation (13). It
was also shown that variations in the efficiency with solar cycle
and solar longitude were negligible about the region of the primary
and secondary production peaks, and thus that the parametrizations
given did not need altering despite these varying conditions. Our
future work will concentrate on including ionospheric chemistry
in Trans-TIM and a better representation of magnetic fields in the
code so that features such as the Martian magnetic anomalies can
be studied.
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A P P E N D I X A : PO LY N O M I A L C O E F F I C I E N T S
FOR U SE I N EQUATI ONS (1 1 ) AND (12)

Table A1. Polynomial coefficients of equations (11) and (12)
for O++

2 & O++. The transition altitude (km) is shown in bold
font.

O++
2 O++

a0 1.404887060E+03 −3.549285886E+02
a1 −5.905697448E+01 1.606909410E+01
a2 1.048826790E+00 −3.109944041E−01
a3 −9.842519706E−03 3.304128898E−03
a4 4.567591189E−05 −2.002306056E−05
a5 3.619049455E−09 6.006367262E−08
a6 −1.404369473E−09 7.432810856E−13
a7 9.169446666E−12 −5.300515146E−13
a8 −3.142117772E−14 5.984966577E−16
a9 6.359644968E−17 5.765269390E−18
a10 −7.211601141E−20 −2.411793336E−20
a11 3.552844620E−23 3.824294509E−23
a12 −2.286327992E−26

108.39 km 112.93 km

b0 4.889730934E+05 1.660929822E+06
b1 −2.312661376E+04 −7.852927903E+04
b2 4.362321935E+02 1.297733707E+03
b3 −4.101108333E+00 −5.198631894E+00
b4 1.921153659E−02 −1.005566588E−01
b5 −3.586676640E−05 1.449983068E−03
b6 −7.433710434E−06
b7 1.402843253E−08

Table A2. Polynomial coefficients of equations (11) and (12)
for CO+

2 & CO++
2 . The transition altitude (km) is shown in bold

font.

CO+
2 CO++

2

a0 8.640961920E+02 6.608161526E+02
a1 −3.471713960E+01 −2.619816585E+01
a2 6.072614479E−01 4.482054716E−01
a3 −6.050002721E−03 −4.320209506E−03
a4 3.779639483E−05 2.567473439E−05
a5 −1.533626303E−07 −9.642024772E−08
a6 4.032987841E−10 2.236603316E−10
a7 −6.602964344E−13 −2.932300780E−13
a8 6.067681784E−16 1.664758148E−16
a9 −2.356829271E−19

112.93 km 110.62 km

b0 1.159404818E+06 1.808352324E+05
b1 −5.617523193E+04 −7.737651713E+03
b2 8.535640078E+02 1.036546804E+02
b3 −5.956128524E−01 −1.515144981E−02
b4 −8.532255532E−02 −1.050898166E−02
b5 1.217829692E−04 5.786305533E−05
b6 9.641535217E−06 3.584971026E−07
b7 −4.502450788E−08 −4.231372991E−09
b8 −4.968492046E−10 1.084427196E−11
b9 4.830572346E−12
b10 −1.168635127E−14
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Table A3. Polynomial coefficients of equations (11) and (12) for
CO+ & C+. The transition altitude (km) is shown in bold font.

CO+ C+

a0 7.332582290E+02 6.135548663E+02
a1 −2.919984139E+01 −2.326239304E+01
a2 5.079651482E−01 3.805048804E−01
a3 −5.057170037E−03 −3.499846846E−03
a4 3.178156709E−05 1.980550808E−05
a5 −1.309076957E−07 −7.066916922E−08
a6 3.538587990E−10 1.554140353E−10
a7 −6.060315762E−13 −1.927798346E−13
a8 5.973573923E−16 1.033586325E−16
a9 −2.584454326E−19

110.62 km 110.62 km

b0 −1.165107657E+06 −4.289489041E+05
b1 4.315606169E+04 1.389059860E+04
b2 −3.480483017E+02 −8.772966691E+01
b3 −3.831253024E+00 −8.264310891E−01
b4 4.333167420E−02 4.036116721E−04
b5 2.430752910E−04 1.040177360E−04
b6 −7.835732322E−08 3.657411038E−09
b7 −3.808598330E−08 6.620891428E−09
b8 −1.947628467E−10 −1.019575878E−10
b9 3.440753726E−12 −9.821035600E−13
b10 2.336227916E−14 4.369330883E−15
b11 −3.575877198E−16 1.100642793E−16
b12 1.030801684E−18 −3.456752479E−20
b13 −8.157880747E−21
b14 3.117935951E−23

Table A4. Polynomial coefficients of equations (11) and (12) for
N+ & O+

2 . The transition altitude (km) is shown in bold font.

N+ O+
2

a0 1.139925703E+03 7.265142765E+02
a1 −4.742398258E+01 −2.714716832E+01
a2 8.404232989E−01 4.315022800E−01
a3 −8.108229906E−03 −3.774025573E−03
a4 4.420892285E−05 1.962771814E−05
a5 −1.154901432E−07 −6.076128732E−08
a6 −3.514073816E−11 1.037835637E−10
a7 8.790819159E−13 −7.552930040E−14
a8 −1.320788149E−16
a9 −8.202233732E−18
a10 −1.256480521E−22
a11 1.329336168E−22
a12 −4.403185142E−25
a13 6.098474897E−28
a14 −3.256951018E−31

108.39 km 112.93 km

b0 6.346190854E+04 3.622091694E+06
b1 −2.623253212E+03 −1.459144190E+05
b2 4.050319629E+01 1.764604914E+03
b3 −2.767987276E−01 1.186141031E+00
b4 7.064439029E−04 −1.331821089E−01
b5 −3.661686584E−04
b6 1.934372959E−05
b7 −1.307294421E−07
b8 2.846288872E−10

Table A5. Polynomial coefficients of equations (11) and (12) for
N+

2 & N++
2 . The transition altitude (km) is shown in bold font.

N+
2 N++

2

a0 9.843804026E+02 1.648304544E+02
a1 −3.978696855E+01 −6.139890180E+00
a2 7.028448262E−01 9.662075426E−02
a3 −7.111951170E−03 −8.219074079E−04
a4 4.545683986E−05 4.090642995E−06
a5 −1.905046447E−07 −1.194806317E−08
a6 5.240068127E−10 1.901726478E−11
a7 −9.130399894E−13 −1.275495135E−14
a8 9.151792207E−16
a9 −4.023230948E−19

108.39 km 115.32 km

b0 5.146111566E+04 2.514721676E+04
b1 −1.771736158E+03 −1.773132065E+02
b2 1.811156914E+01 −6.015888968E+00
b3 3.583722498E−03 −3.706271110E−04
b4 −9.891151731E−04 6.640578877E−04
b5 3.994474097E−06 5.041910676E−06
b6 2.048319585E−09
b7 −6.007750320E−10
b8 −5.136146431E−12
b9 −2.777076900E−14
b10 6.101722255E−16
b11 5.927039473E−18
b12 −8.418488212E−21
b13 −6.708980821E−22
b14 2.867934563E−24

Table A6. Polynomial coefficients of equations (11) and (12) for
the electrons and for O+. The transition altitude (km) is shown in
bold font.

Electrons O+

a0 6.610274401E+02 6.453740731E+02
a1 −2.632588157E+01 −2.547798991E+01
a2 4.558931794E−01 4.384613636E−01
a3 −4.470594485E−03 −4.288387072E−03
a4 2.702389189E−05 2.596437447E−05
a5 −1.007311984E−07 −9.750300694E−08
a6 2.006362068E−10 1.986722344E−10
a7 1.267528772E−16 −2.293667699E−14
a8 −1.177446841E−15 −1.080547019E−15
a9 3.365145885E−18 3.171787989E−18
a10 −4.785158749E−21 −4.566493384E−21
a11 3.606402984E−24 3.472393897E−24
a12 −1.150162167E−27 −1.115699979E−27

112.93 km 112.93 km

b0 −1.314032163E+06 −5.934881676E+05
b1 7.876134162E+04 3.546095705E+04
b2 −1.962256737E+03 −8.806801303E+02
b3 2.601160514E+01 1.163735173E+01
b4 −1.935040886E−01 −8.629924380E−02
b5 7.659847779E−04 3.405473330E−04
b6 −1.260572216E−06 −5.587037506E−07
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